
In your garden or yard

 Watch & record the birds that you see from your  windows

 Find out THREE interesting facts about a bird you see

 Find out more about a mountain of your choice

 Make a rain gauge 

 Keep a daily weather log

 Write a poem about the weather

 Sketch the view out of your bedroom window

 Experiment to find the BEST thing to put on toast

 Ice in the freezer, water in the tap, steam from the  kettle...  find

out how water exists in our environment

 Use stuff in your house to build a tent or den; in your garden, yard 

 or front room. (then put it all back!)

 Make a bracelet out of objects from your recycling  box

 Design a postcard of a place that you loved visiting

 Do 10 sit ups, 10 push ups and 20 star jumps every day.   Or do "PE 

 with Joe"!

 Identify a star or constallation from your window at  night.
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In your house

 Draw a route of your daily walk. Include features like your friends'

houses, a shop, or a tree you like

 Pick up 5 pieces of litter and put them in the correct bin

 Stop and listen every day; make a sound map of a quieter  world

 Collect twigs and leaves and use them to create artwork

 Take a match box out for a walk... how many things can you get in

it?

 Identify a tree that you see

 Draw the patterns on a leaf

 Create a mobile wind chime from things you find on your walk, and

from your recycling bin
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With a quick online search, you'll find lots of simple ways to make a rain

gauge, weather record sheets, bird feeders. wind chimes and sound

maps.  We'd love to see how you get on, so if you'd like to share your

creations and home adventures use #SRESatHome.  Good luck!
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Out & about

 Make a feeder for the birds in your garden, yard or  kitchen window

 Identify the birds in your garden or back yard

 Plant it and grow it... can you eat it?! 
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home challenges!
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